Conference Registration Instructions

To register for the 2020 NAVUB Pre-Conference, you will need to register for the 42nd NAVUB Conference in Tucson, AZ.

On the Conference Registration Form is a question regarding attendance at the PRE-CONFERENCE. Answer the question “Yes” if you plan to attend. Answer “No” if not. You will answer the question per registrant.

Because of the late entry of the Pre-Conference to the online Registration portal, it cannot be added. The NAVUB Treasurer will add $150 for every applicant that says YES to the question of attendance to your itemized Invoice. The portal will not reflect the Pre-Conference entry on the tally online, but it will be reflected on the Invoice you receive from the NAVUB Treasurer. [There are no changes to the procedure to register for the conference. It is a simply a question added on the Conference Registration Form.]

If you have already registered for the 42nd Conference, you did not see the question, but you should have received an email from the NAVUB Treasurer asking the same question. If you have not, please contact Tammi Basile (Information Below.)

If you need assistance, please call or email Tammi Basile, NAVUB Treasurer at 865/974-3619, tbasile@utk.edu or Lisa Thompson, Conference Commission Chair at 817/272-9882, lthompson@uta.edu.

Thank you for your patience and attention to registration details.

Invoices will be sent by the NAVUB Treasurer within 10 days after the registration is submitted.